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Abstract:
In recent years, much has been written on ‘big data’ in both the popular and academic press. After the hubristic declaration of the “end of theory” more nuanced arguments have emerged, suggesting that increasingly pervasive data collection and quantification may have significant implications for the social sciences, even if the social, scientific, political and economic agendas behind big data are less new than they are often portrayed. Compared to the boosterish tone of much of its press, academic critiques of big data have been relatively muted, often focusing on the continued importance of more traditional forms of domain knowledge and expertise. Indeed, many academic responses to big data enthusiastically celebrate the availability of new data sources, and the potential for new insights and perspectives they may enable. Undermining many of these critiques is a lack of attention to the role of technology in society, particularly with respect to the labor process, the continued extension of labor relations into previously private times and places, and the commoditization of more and more aspects of everyday life.

In this article, we parse a variety of big data definitions to argue that it is only when individual datums by the million, billion or more, are linked together algorithmically that ‘big data’ emerges as a commodity. Such decisions do not occur in a vacuum but as part of an asymmetric power relationship in which individuals are dispossessed of the data.
they generate in their day-to-day lives. We argue that the asymmetry of this data capture process is a means of capitalist “accumulation by dispossession” that colonizes and commodifies everyday life in ways previously impossible. Situating the promises of ‘big data’ within the utopian imaginaries of digital frontierism, we suggest processes of data colonialism are actually unfolding behind these utopic promises. Amidst private corporate and academic excitement over new forms of data analysis and visualization, situating big data as a form of capitalist expropriation and dispossession stresses the urgent need for critical, theoretical understandings of data and society.
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1. Introduction: The Shape of ‘big data’

In recent years, data – be they Big (Lohr, 2014), big (Boellstorff, 2013), ‘big’ (Dalton and Thatcher, 2014), small (Kitchin and Lauriault, 2014), or raw (Gitelman, 2013) – have moved to center stage in both popular and academic presses. As with other technological developments, such as e-commerce (Leyshon et al., 2005), initial boosterish claims have been followed by more nuanced critiques. In the popular press, critiques have tended to focus on the limitations or failures of ‘big data’ to produce the promised results (Glanz, 2013; Marcus and Davis, 2014) or on the limitations of both current theory and statistics to interpret data (The Economist, 2014). In academic discussions, while concerns over the utility of big data remain, critiques have emphasized a variety of questions including its role in surveillance (Crampton et al., 2014), its epistemologies (boyd and Crawford, 2012), and its paradigms (Kitchin, 2014). However, even as aspects of ‘big data’ are pulled apart and questioned in these and other venues, new regimes of data generation, acquisition, and analysis slip into normalcy – as even the most profound technologies
recede from view as they transform into unquestioned amenities of the everyday (Weiser, 1991; Brown et al., 2011).

This article engages specific asymmetries of the relations between data producers and owners - end-users and app developers - that have become a focal point of value generation in the technology industry. Often self-presented as perpetually “new” (Leszczynski, 2014), the social, scientific, political, and economic agendas behind ‘big data’ clearly follow longer historical trends such as social physics (Barnes and Wilson, 2014; Wyly, 2014), geodemographic marketing (Dalton and Thatcher, 2015), self-entrepreneurialism (Levenda et al., 2015), and Taylorism (Lohr, 2012), amongst others. These deeper historical understandings of ‘big data’ open new space for theoretical engagements with data and spatial information. Specifically, we examine ‘big data’ as a current instantiation of processes of accumulation by dispossession and colonization of the life-world through the commodification and extraction of personal information as data.

Our argument proceeds in three sections: First, building from varied definitions of ‘big data,’ we focus on the emergence of ‘big data’ as part of a market-orientation towards continual growth. We argue that it is only when millions and billions of individual pieces of data are linked together algorithmically that the commodity known as ‘big data’ emerges. Second, decisions concerning what data are meaningful do not occur in a vacuum, rather we argue that the processes by which data are created and exchanged are processes of capitalist accumulation by dispossession. Previously private times and places are commodified and privatized as a new terrain for capital investment and exchange. Further, these processes occur in the context of an asymmetrical power relation between the individuals whose actions generate individual datums and those who come to own and profit from the ‘big data’ they become. Finally, the asymmetrical extraction of value is shown to presume both quantification and surveillance of the life-world, of lived experience, as a natural, desired outcome of modern life. The teleological nature of this understanding is seen most clearly in the common metaphor of ‘big data’ – and the ‘digital’ in general – as new frontiers to be explored, expanded, and conquered (Manyika et al., 2011; Rheingold, 1993). Against this digital frontierism, we suggest the metaphor
of data colonialism. As one metaphor by which to understand the shifting terrain of data’s role in society, data colonialism has the advantage of highlighting the power asymmetries inherent in contemporary forms of data commodification. In so doing, we open new theoretical terrain for engaging with data, furthering an understanding of what is required to study data critically (Batty, 2012).

2. ‘Big data,’ big growth

Despite its older historical roots (Barnes and Wilson, 2014; Lohr, 2012), as a term, ‘big data’ presently sits as a de facto standard through which the world is ordered and understood, a near all-encompassing directive for businesses (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012), science (NSF, 2012), cities (Batty, 2012) and many others. While data have always been big (Farmer and Pozdnoukhov, 2012), at some point the “relentless march” from kilo to tera and beyond (Doctorow, 2008) shifted ‘data’ from an engineering problem to an epistemological orientation in which more data and better algorithms unveil a greater understanding of the world (boyd and Crawford, 2012). Unremarked and often taken for granted (Wyly, 2014), this epistemological orientation towards the relentless pursuit of ‘bigger’ data is driven by intense profit-seeking competition within capitalist markets and industries. In this brief section, we develop an understanding of ‘big data’ attentive not only to existing definitions, but also critical engagements with them; we argue that the epistemological orientation of ‘big data’ enforces an algorithmic linking of data to create meaning that presumes the quantification of life as capital.

One of the most cited definitions of ‘big data,’ in both popular and academic presses, traces its roots to a 2001 business intelligence report from Gartner, Inc. (Laney, 2001). The “three V’s” of ‘big data’ - “high-volume (increasing amount of data), high-velocity (speed of data in and out), and/or high-variety (range of data types and sources)” (Horváth, 2012, page 15) – define it explicitly as a technical problem. Although most often embraced and critiqued in terms of its “V’s,” Sicular (2013), another Gartner employee, has stressed the oft-ignored latter half of Laney’s definition as equally important: that ‘big data’ “demand[s] cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insight and [‘big’ data-driven] decision making.” This definition
echoes Jacobs (2009) conclusion that the “pathologies of big data are primarily those of analysis” (Jacobs, 2009, page 4).

Both Jacobs and Sicular suggest the shifting, ever-growing nature of ‘big data.’ What pushed the limits of hardware a decade ago has become a trivial task for most desktop computers today; however, the aim of users of ‘big data’ is not simply to store and retrieve large datasets for their own sake, but to gain knowledge from them via analysis – in order to enhance decision making in the pursuit of efficiencies and profit. The putative ‘big’ is a moving target that continually pushes beyond the scope of commonly available algorithms and hardware. This has two consequences: First, while there have always been ‘big’ data sets according to this definition, ‘big data’ encapsulates an epistemological orientation in which cutting-edge technical feats are performed as a key means of making better decisions in the world. The belief in this myth (boyd and Crawford, 2012) constitutes a certain kind of positivism (Wyly, 2014) which enshrines data as an austere, predictive truth. Second, ‘big data’ remains a market-oriented epistemology. ‘Big data’ is “cost-effective,” it “enhance[es] insight” in order to generate profit. This market-orientation trumps the use of ‘big data’ to understand the world as “[t]he capitalist correlation imperative is clear: spurious correlation is fine, so long as it is profitable spurious correlation” (Wyly, 2014, page 681). Regardless of the present profitability of such methods, speculation as to big data’s future value, through future data assimilation, new analysis algorithms, or other as yet unknown technologies drives the obsessive need for further ‘big data’ accumulation. These two conclusions highlight that ‘big data’ is never merely a scalar function of the limits of computation, rather the pursuit of its growth, the very means by which it is created, mark ‘big data’ as “profit-laden,” akin to how scientific data are “theory-laden” (Kuhn, 1962; Feyerabend, 1957; Hacking, 1983), linked in its very conception as data to a specific market-based epistemology that sees quantification as a for-profit endeavor.

As ‘big data’ has moved from hyperbolic claims of success to the examination of its actual results, a litany of critiques has emerged (Carr, 2014; Harford, 2014; Kitchin, 2014; Marcus and Davis, 2014; Pearce, 2013; Podesta, 2014). But, ‘big data’ is not going away; these critiques are not causing its downfall, but, instead, suggest its normalization.
and recession into the banality of the everyday (Dalton and Thatcher, 2014). Perhaps the most powerful critiques demonstrate data’s existence as expressions of power (Wilson, 2012) and its ontological entanglement with its own interpretation (Boellstorff, 2013). Taken together these critiques demonstrate not only that ‘big data’ is never ontologically prior to its interpretation, but also that its very constitution as data is intrinsically bound to social, political, and economic interests. ‘Big data,’ as a commodity, demands an instrumentalist orientation towards economic growth, one in which claims of objective truth obscure algorithmic processes of selection, analysis, and sorting. For example, spatial sorting algorithms are rarely encountered directly as algorithms, but their existence has come to shape the experience of urban space (Graham, 2010; Kitchin and Dodge, 2011). As algorithms select, link, and analyze ever larger sets of data, they seek to transform previously private, unquantified moments of everyday life into sources of profit. Focusing on the data generated by individuals as they use technology to move through, experience, and come to know the world on a daily basis, we now demonstrate how these data, as part of ‘big data’ writ large, are commodified and privatized through processes of accumulation by dispossession.

3. Data Accumulation through Dispossession, Commodifying Everyday Life

While capitalism’s influences upon Internet technologies in general have been the subject of much inquiry (Fuchs, 2008; Žižek, 2004; Graham, 2006; Nakamura, 2008), the specific role of data, their production, and consumption has attracted less interest. Further, the specific role of digital location information and geospatial information as a “fix” for capital (Leszczynski, 2014; Wilson, 2012) and the limits of the knowledge produced (Elwood and Leszczynski, 2013; Thatcher, 2014a) are only now coming into focus. This is despite the explosive growth in the valuation of and investment in both the firms whose main product is such data and in those that consult these data firms. For example, a now-dated 2011 McKinsey Global Institute report estimated that a small segment of such data, personal location information, may yield as much as a $600 billion per year surplus (Manyika et al., 2011) while in the same year, Acxiom, a single firm that
sells personal consumer data, recorded $1.1 billion in revenues (Roderick, 2011). Exact valuations of these markets remain difficult as data sellers prefer to operate in secrecy for fear of public reprisal, although a recent report put mobile carrier data sales at approximately $24 billion per year (Kaye 2015). More speculatively, recent valuations placed on companies with few assets other than users’ personal data and an ability to collect more, have been extraordinarily high. For example, Snapchat, a mobile application for the temporary sharing of images and short videos, is tentatively valued at $35 billion by Citigroup, even more than Twitter’s market valuation of $23.5 billion (see Gelles 2014), while Nest, a company that manufactures data collecting thermostats and other household electronics was acquired by Google for $3.2 billion (Oreskovic 2014).

Crampton et al. (2014, page 3) suggests that if the generation of data can be seen as the production of value, then “the object of study would not necessarily be the content of geotagged information (e.g., maps of Tweets and geographies of the internet) but for example how subjects are constituted as laborers in an exploitative economic system” (compare Jhally and Livant 1986, and Andrejevic 2002, who draw on Smythe 1981). In this section, we present the processes by which data is transformed into a commodity that, once produced, can be extracted from the producers to capture surplus-value. We argue that this occurs through asymmetrical relations between data producers (end-users) and data collectors and owners (corporate entities) that mirror processes of primitive accumulation or accumulation by dispossession (Harvey, 2005, 2007) that occur as capitalism colonizes previously non-commodified, private times and places.

“Accumulation by dispossession” refers to the “ongoing” processes that Marx originally termed “primitive” or “original” accumulation (Harvey 2004, 74). In Marx’s analysis of capitalism, primitive accumulation had already run its course; capitalism has sprung forth with “the owner of the means of production and subsistence find[ing] the free worker available, on the market, as the seller of his own labour-power” (Marx 1976, 274). The long, complicated process by which the working class is formed (Thompson, 1963) is left outside of the analytical frame of actually-existing capitalism. Harvey, however, argues that accumulation based upon “predation, fraud, and violence” occur in a variety of ways that are haphazard and contingent, but also continual, at their most prominent during
periods of overaccumulation (Harvey, 2005, page 144). Owners of idle capital seek “to release a set of assets (including labour power) at very low (and in some instances zero) cost. Overaccumulated capital can seize hold of such assets and immediately turn them to profitable use” (Harvey, 2005, page 149).

With regards to ‘big data,’ these processes privatize data into the hands of technology application creators, obfuscate the quantification and alienation of data from those who create it, and link these data into abstracted bundles of quantified consumers that may be purchased and sold in aggregate. Capital processes transform the very concept of data from a discrete set of observations, often leveraged in Taylorist or Fordist models to increase efficiency, into a multi-dimensional flow of algorithmically linked data points, each emerging within systems of smart device use which increasingly seek to capture and quantify context as well as individual. Daily use of smart devices may have transformed citizens into potential sensors of a host of discrete phenomena (Goodchild, 2008), but it is necessary to ask not only of what citizens have become sensors, but also for whom. As Crampton suggests, this focus opens new terrain for theoretical engagements with data in capitalist modernity, which we take up in the next section.

Previous work has suggested social media platforms commodify the attention time of users, creating infinitely exploitable “prosumers” (Fuchs, 2010, 2011). The packaging and repackaging of the social media ‘big data’ discussed here into viral maps and charts has been argued to be a key means of focusing and extending attention beyond the individual body, to rewire “both how we know and the significance of that learning process” (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Wilson, 2015, page 2). However, we suggest that the production of ‘big data’ as a commodity also involves specific processes best understood as accumulation through dispossession (Harvey, 2005, 2007). As users of technology enter into tacit data license agreements with the firms that create and control the technology, they are dispossessed of the right to control those data. Jakobsson and Stiernstedt (2010) have suggested that all Web 2.0 technologies function through the process of accumulation by dispossession, but, here, we illustrate how it specifically functions through commodification and privatization in the generation of ‘big data.’
The commodity form and the processes of commodification have many related, but distinct, definitions throughout social science literature (e.g., Polanyi, 1944; Appadurai, 1996). Building from Polanyi (1944), Prudham (2009) suggests that commodification involves a fundamental shift in production towards the explicit motivation for market exchange (rather than use). This leaves a gap between ‘big data’ as a commodity and the production of those individual data points which, when linked together, constitute ‘big data.’ On the one hand, it is trivial to demonstrate that ‘big data’ exists as a commodity. Its specific market-orientation, the mythologies surrounding it, and the knowledges it produces are all intrinsically linked to the furthering and enhancing of exchange, and to profit (Kitchin, 2014), as we have argued, not only in use but from its inception. On the other hand, it is much less clear how the production of an individual data point by an individual user of technology becomes a commodity distinct and extracted from the individual, overdetermined by algorithms, and exchanged as part of something ‘big.’

The very obscurity of transformation from individual data point to commodified, aggregate ‘big data’ also masks the asymmetrical power relations between users of technology and the almost exclusively corporate entities which algorithmically collect, link, and analyze the data points of many users. Individuals perceive technology and social media use as pleasurable (Thatcher, 2014b), part of a social norm (boyd and Crawford, 2012), or for explicitly exchange based reasons (Lindqvist et al., 2011) The individual datum produced from a single user at a given time and place (e.g., posting a picture of a meal to Instagram) is both nearly meaningless (Wilson, 2015) and valueless (Stalder, 2014) until it is linked to the user's past data produced, the user's network of other users, the user's growing network of location data, and the temporal rhythms and spatial patterns embedded in data from many users. Conversion from an individual datum to an aggregated, digital commodity necessitates linking data across users, spaces, and times. These amalgamated data become necessarily large (‘big’) and thus a site for algorithmic selection, interpretation, and analysis as to what data to include and exclude. Further, the very limits of what can ever be known through this process are governed by algorithms, which are themselves developed by profit-seeking firms. Firms ‘mine’ these data for profit-seeking purposes (Arvidsson and Colleoni, 2012; Fernback, 2007); Kitchin (2014, page 144) identifies four main purposes: identifying individuals and behaviors,
improving customer-segment targeting precision, improving personalized advertisement relevance, and developing forecasting capabilities. In order to create these linked, necessarily ‘big’ sets of data to mine, firms must assert the rights to the data generated by millions of users of everyday technologies. Previously private experiences - such as the location of meals (Foursquare, Yelp) or arranging romantic encounters (Tindr, Grindr, OkCupid) – are quantified and become data points within privately owned systems.

Privatization is the process by which legal title to an object is granted to individuals or institutions allowing them to dispose of said object as they desire (Castree, 2003, page 279). Privatization, the creation of private property, is not a unique feature to capitalist commodification; however, it is a precondition for all capitalist commodification. Private property in capitalism requires the “annihilation of that private property which rests on the labour of the individual himself” and is a fundamental feature of capitalism (Marx, 1976, 940). While the specific means and object of commodification may differ, “accumulation by dispossession” fundamentally entails the making private of something previously not. Recent scholarship has demonstrated a host of new mechanisms for privatization such as intellectual property rights over populations’ genetic materials (Harvey, 2007). The corporate privatization of previously private (to the individuals) moments occurs through the processes of ‘big data’s’ generation and reflects part of late capitalism’s “corporeal corkscrewing inwards” (Beller, 2012, page 8). Similarly, while the specific means of privatization may differ for different types of ‘big data,’ for the types discussed here it occurs primarily through End-User-License-Agreements (EULAs).

EULAs take many forms, often as pop up windows that appear when an application is installed or used for the first time. Although research has shown these agreements are rarely read (Lin et al., 2012), application creators regularly claim ownership over wide swathes of data not readily apparent to end-users (Bigge, 2006). This process of privatization and control of access to individuals’ own data is common across Internet industries (Gehl, 2010) and forms a critical moment in the commodification of individual data into ‘big data.’ Previously public – or, in this case, non-quantified – information about daily life is quantified and privatized, not in the hands of those who generated it,
but of those who created the application; whether the espoused motivations for quantification are to enhance the service offered or add value to the data set being assembled, the transfer of ownership remains.

Alienation and privatization are intrinsically related processes, with the former referring to the “capacity of a given commodity … to be physically and morally separated from their sellers” (Castree, 2003, page 279). The alienation produced through technology and technical rationality has been a core theme in critical theory and social science research on technology’s function in modernity (c.f. Adorno and Horkheimer, 2007; Feenberg, 1991, 1991; Marcuse, 1964; Marx, 1987) and ‘big data’ functions as a techno-social achievement that obscures the very processes of alienation it engenders. While the EULA remains the principal legal means by which developers and firms claim ownership of data, the actual exchange of it from the generator to the collector, from the user to the firm, is obscured through the promise and necessity of technology use in everyday life.
fig 1. Agreeing to Google’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy is required to use Google Maps (image source: http://www.quora.com/Where-are-Apple-EULA-for-app-Google-maps-available)
Central to the obfuscation of the relationship between user and firm is that users are seen to voluntarily and *willingly* adopt technologies, and agree to any associated EULAs, as part of broad social norms and/or as part of an individual embodiment of the enterprise form (Foucault, 1997, 2008). As Lanier puts it “The reason people click ‘yes’ is not that they understand what they’re doing, but that that it is the only viable option other than boycotting a company in general, which is getting harder to do” (Lanier, 2014, 314).

While the data generator uses the technology to perform social activities and or self-entrepreneurial activities, the firm, in exchange, extracts value through the quantification of the data. The data generator, as producer of value, is denied access to the commodity form of value produced through its privatization as property and alienation into the control of the firm. As a process of commodification, the data producer is on the one hand alienated and excluded from the final data commodity, and on the other the firm decontextualizes, through a process of quantification, the activity which it observed (Feenberg, 2008). The alienation, exclusion and decontextualization processes are necessary to make the data legible to other market-oriented rational systems that will consume the aggregated data.

On one level, the abstraction of ‘big data’ seems obvious: sensors quantify data into homogenized formats, selecting – before collection – what will and will not be included in a given dataset. This is an inherent part of application and database design and a fundamental aspect of computer programming (Kitchin and Dodge, 2011, Schuurman 2008), which requires that phenomena and events in the world be encoded in textual, numeric or other reductionist forms (Ullman, 1997; Lanier, 2010). On the other, a more subtle process occurs as data are linked together and exchanged. To the data vendor, the purpose of this type of ‘big data’ is to transform unpredictable individual consumers into predictable statistical aggregates of consumption (Ascher 2016). This is the “insight” offered by data generated through everyday technology, the transformation from a specific individual in the lifeworld to a percentage chance to purchase any given commodity; to data vendors, the individuals that constitute ‘big data’ matter far less than their algorithmically-sorted, aggregate identities. Each data point from an application is abstracted and valued at a specific level but, when linked together, those data points are transformed into buckets of consumers, abstracted aggregate individuals whose
consumption patterns are predictable in ways that have value - for example, although prices fluctuate, it was possible to purchase 1,000 followers for $5 in 2013 (Perlroth, 2013).

Using sets of quantified markers to predict behavior of an individual within a market is hardly a new idea, for example, credit scores have long been used to determine loan rates and risk pools to determine insurance rates; and the “underlying drive to control through quantification” has long been an underlying theme of ubiquitous computing (Dourish and Mainwaring, 2012, 5). However, ‘big data’ both promises and signifies something more. Developing out of, and often involving the same vendors as geodemographics, the myth of ‘big data’ adds the promise of ever-greater segmentation and targeting in order to shape and control consumptions patterns with ever more precise targeting – an epistemic break that leaps from the area to the individual (Dalton and Thatcher, 2015; see also Goss, 1995). Where Michael Curry (1998) presciently demonstrated the emergence of the “digital individual,” ‘big data’ signals the transformation of the data collection apparatus into Greenfield’s (2006) “everyware” and the loss of even the pretext of an individual’s ability to control said identity. As this occurs, to capitalist interests, the linked data about the individual comes to stand for the individual who created it. This is the individual that capital can see through ‘big data’ (Robertson 2004): an individual dispossessed and alienated from the very data they generate, one who has been reduced to a set of data points created through technology use that place users within abstracted, aggregate identities. Linked together, billions of data points promise an ever smoother, more predictable surface of capitalist consumption. As such, ‘big data’ serves as a ‘fix’ for capitalism’s inherent tendencies towards overaccumulation, not through a spatial expansion outwards, but by a rendering smooth of the rough surfaces of individuals' lives as they become knowable as commodified representations of self.

This transformation of everyday objects and practices into sensors that first quantify and then dispossess individuals of their self-generated data signifies a new regime of relation between capital and the individual. ‘Big data’ produces the commodified, quantified self (Wilson, 2014) not only in how it encourages individuals to make use of technology, but also in its creation of representations of individuals as
commodities. Social norms, aesthetic pleasures, and perceived values encourage the use of an increasing array of technologies equipped with sensors that quantify and then communicate data about previously private times and places to third-party actors. Dispossessed of any control of their data, individuals and their individual data points become analyzed and linked together as commodities, their value deriving from the promised ability to produce continual, predictable streams of sales; the quantified, commodified individual able to be called forth through algorithmic analysis within a smooth surface of consumption. Many metaphors have been used to describe the new relations between individual, data, and society – from digital frontierism (Rheingold, 1993) to “playbour” (Kane, 2004) – in the concluding section of this article, we argue a more apt metaphor to be “data colonialism.” We conclude with a discussion of how its use opens new terrain for sustained theoretical engagements with data as data from a variety of perspectives.

4. Against the frontier – Data Colonialism

Four years ago, ‘big data’ was already the “next frontier for innovation, competition and productivity” (Manyika et al., 2011). This type of speculative imaginary is neither new nor unique with regards to digital information technologies. The Internet, in all of its various forms – from bulletin board systems to mobile device – has long been described as a “frontier.” In its more lurid and utopic forms, the digital frontier is described as a “freewheeling space crafted by wily pioneers and ingenious scientists which is being populated by those who wish to participate in the space’s inherent freedom” (Shuler, 2005). With clear antecedents in Manifest Destiny and the Turner thesis (Turner, 1921), early evangelists of internet technologies, like Howard Rheingold, explicitly make use of a pioneer mythos in which the Internet becomes an open space of unlimited freedom (Hirschorn, 2010), which also has ties to the 1960s counterculture and experiments in communal living that followed (Turner 2008). Much like the Turner thesis itself (Cronon, 1991; Limerick, 1987; Mondi, 2006; etc.), the application of these metaphors to digital information technologies has been critiqued from a number of standpoints, for example, Galloway’s work on the functional and disciplining role that protocols play 2006),
Kitchin and Dodge’s work on the role software plays in the ordering and production of space (2011), or Thrift and French’s work on the automatic production of space (2002); however, in this final section, we explore the role “colonization” has and continues to play as a metaphor for ‘big data.’ Beginning with its use in relation to the utopic digital frontier, we demonstrate the central theoretical role it can play vis-à-vis the commodification of data and its accumulation through dispossession.

Rheingold (1993, page 10) claims that his “virtual communities also inhabit [his] life.” He has been “colonized” (ibid.). In this rendering, colonization is a distinctly positive process, the freedoms of digital technologies have recursively inscribed themselves in and altered his very sense of self. In this rendering, colonization remains a positive metaphor so long as the digital frontier remains ‘free’:

“[B]ig money and big power always found ways to control our communications media when they emerged in the past. […] What we know and do now is important because it is still possible for people […] to make sure this new sphere of vital human discourse remains open […] before the political and economic big boys seize it, censor it, meter it, and sell it back to us.” (Rheingold, 1993, page 5)

Such influences would be able to inherently shape and therefore control the experiences offered through digital technologies. While perfect and ‘open’ information offers the potential realization of “[Adam] Smith’s ideal” market (Gates, 1995, page 180), ‘big power and big money’ represent the fictitious antithetical.

The closing off of digital technologies, and of the Internet specifically, has been discussed in the popular press since at least 2003 (Totty, 2003), but such critiques, still present in the popular press over a decade later, rest on an essentially positive, optimistic assumption of the comingling of data, technology, and body. The rhetoric surrounding Net Neutrality, for example, hinges upon distinctions between the “open” and “closed” internets (Kehl and Morris, 2014). In that discourse, telecom corporations play the role of the “big power and big money” from which the internet must be defended, with the “open” Internet as an internet better for individuals as consumers and users of technology in their daily lives (Kang, 2014). Regardless of the merits – and distinct limitations – of
Rheingold’s vision, the current era of ‘big data’ presents a much starker reality. Whereas sensors and communication technologies have “colonized” the lifeworld, they have done so as a means of extracting value by dispossessioning individuals of their data. In exchange for this quantification of the everyday, individuals are offered notional advantages – pleasurable experiences in which aspects of their lives are algorithmically sorted and produced for them based on their quantified markers, for example, the offering of nearby restaurants and bars based on previous inputs (Foursquare) or the suggesting of nearby potential sexual partners (Grindr, Tindr). Perhaps less obviously, this occurs through the continual ‘filtering’ of news, personal information feeds, and search results presented on services such as Facebook, Amazon, and Google via algorithms that sort and select based on the data linked together to form their digital identities (Pariser, 2011). ‘Big data,’ as part of its mythology, promises an idealized market, but it is one of predictable, modeled consumption. The asymmetry of the value of ‘big data’, emerging only in aggregate, ensures that only “big money and big power” are able to reap its purported benefits (Golumbia, 2009). ‘Big data’ is a colonial policy, but it is one in which, rather than opening the idealized markets of digital frontierism’s problematic imaginary, we have become subject to them. Sensors quantify, alienate, and extract conceptions of self, reducing life as seen by capital to what can be recorded and exchanged as digital data. Linked together in aggregate, the sum total of data produced by an individual marks them into an abstracted bucket, a digital commodity that may be continually bought and sold in order to call forth an orderly, predictable stream of consumption.

Two critical conclusions can be drawn from these processes: First, accumulation by dispossession is an intrinsic process to capital that continues to occur in novel ways alongside other capital processes (Harvey, 2005). In ‘big data’ it continues its role as a key means by which capitalism staves off its inherent tendencies toward over-production. Second, it does so by corkscrewing into the body as well as the mind (Beller, 2012; Stiegler, 2010). Rather than traditional expansionary tactics, the colonization of the lifeworld functions in the same way, but occurs through the panoply of sensors, devices, and EULAs through which individuals navigate late capitalist modernity.
These conclusions stand Rheingold and his metaphorical imaginary on their head and open a new space for sustained theoretical engagement with ‘big data.’ If the processes by which ‘big data’ comingle with everyday life are understood not as a ‘frontier’ to be colonized, but as processes by which everyday life is colonized by ‘big money and big power,’ then a new theoretical terrain for understanding ‘big data’ is opened. Whereas uncovering the obfuscated historical antecedents of ‘big data’ allows critiques to be drawn from the past forward (Barnes and Wilson, 2014; Dalton and Thatcher, 2015), understanding the processes of ‘big data’ as those of accumulation by dispossession and colonization of everyday life furthers this engagement. ‘Big data’ is once again not something new, but part of the continuous, entangled processes by which technologies operate under capitalism (Dyer-Witheford, 1999). Further, the specific definition of ‘big data’ as overdetermined by algorithms developed under profit-imperatives highlights the recursive means by which such data attempt to colonize and therefore control everyday life. The upwards of 1,500 data points per person that firms link together and sell (Singer, 2012) are “profit-laden,” designed and developed to dispossess end-users of data generated in their everyday life.

To understand and critically engage with data’s increasing role in the everyday, it is necessary to remember the impetuses and epistemologies that shape its construction. This article argues a small piece of a much larger process, demonstrating how the data created through daily smart device use is commodified through processes of accumulation by dispossession and how, in turn, this occurs through the ongoing colonization of life by capital (Crary, 2014). It is a small part of what must become a larger project: the political economy of geospatial data. Necessary in such a project would be a more full tracing of the dynamics that shape technology firms, exploring the unequal distribution of wealth between venture capitalist, corporate owner, and IT sector worker, as well as the need to focus on the spatial variations of the colonization of life through data. We write from a Western perspective, one focused on the practices and economies of Silicon Valley and its imitators; however, as the recent death of a woman using Waze to navigate Brazil attests (Darlington, 2015), the development of data regimes is distinctly uneven. Finally, the ‘big data’ we have discussed is necessarily limited to that information which is
(speculatively) believed to be able to produce profit. This data is limited to what ‘big data’ can quantify, but it has become the life that capital can see.
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